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Abstract: We present here a study of selection of rhombic patterns close to a bicritical point at the onset of 
primary surface instability in viscous fluids under two-frequency vertical vibration. Rhombic patterns appear to 
be natural at the primary instability in the form of a bicritical point, if the ratio of deriving frequencies is selected 
properly. We present two different patterns which may be accessible in a Faraday experiment. 
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1. Introduction 
Forced extended dissipative systems often show generation patterns when driven far from 
thermodynamic equilibrium. These patterns, which are generated spontaneously, break some 
(atleast one) symmetries of the system in the old state. These patterns, also known as 
dissipative structures, can be maintained in mechanical equilibrium by controlling the extemal 
drive. The examples include formation of convective cells in Rayleigh-B6nard convection [1] 
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and Couette-Taylor [2] flow, surface waves in Faraday experiment [3], magnetic fluids [4], 
liquid crystals [5] etc. Recent works on parametric excitation of waves in fluids address various 
physical problems forced surface waves [6], thermo-capillary waves [7], pattern forming 
instabilities [8-14], multicritical points [15-17] at the onset of Faraday waves, etc. The 
experimental arrangement in Faraday waves, etc. The experimental arrangement in Faraday 
set up has attracted considerable attention in recent years due to its simplicity and its ability 
to excite a plethora of patterns. The possibility of various kinds of bicritical points [15-17], 
which appear in thin layers of viscous fluids, may lead to exotic patterns [14] at the onset of 
Faraday instability. Bicritical points, where two standing waves of different spatial and temporal 
periodicity may be excited simultaneously, can be forced by using sinusoidal [15] as well as 
multi-frequency forcing [16]. Linear stability analysis of parametrically forced surface waves 
with two frequency forcing was first done by Besson et al [16] for a chosen frequency ratio. 
Later Silber and Skeldon [17] analyzed many frequency ratios and considered some specific 
patterns. Arbell and Fineberg [13] did experiments with two frequency forcing showing several 
exotic patterns. However, there is no systematic study on the role of two different forcing 
frequencies on bicritical points. It is not known how to predict the excited tongues once two 
frequencies are selected. 
The selection of patterns are usually described by amplitude equations. The normal form of 
the these equations depend on the broken symmetries of the old state. The normal forms may 
depend on the dissipation in the system even if the same symmetry is broken. The amplitude 
equations provide a common framework to analyze patterns in the close vicinity of an instability 
in a system or a bifurcation of a solution. Parametrically forced dissipative structures provide 
another class of pattern-forming systems. Pattern selection in such systems may be controlled 
to some extent by the external drive. The spatio-temporal patterns follow some dispersion 
relation at the onset. The period of the patterns and therefore their size may be controlled, if 
the system may be forced to resonate with the external driving. This is what precisely happens 
in a parametrically driven systems. Faraday waves on fluid surface and Langmuir waves in 
plasma are well known examples of such cases. 
In this paper, we investigate selection of primary patterns due to spontaneous excitation of 
surface waves just above the onset of a bicritical point in a fluid vibrated vertically with two 
frequencies. The two frequencies may be chosen as Ico and mco, where to is a basic frequency. 
The integers /and m may be odd-odd, odd-even or even-odd combinations. The even-even 
combination would reduce to one of the mentioned above. Rhombic patterns appear easily 
accessible, if we choose odd component smaller than the even component. Many other complex 
and exotic patterns may be possible just at the instability onset in this case. In other cases, 
secondary or tertiary patterns instead of the primary pattern are likely be more complex. 
2. Hydrodynamic system 
We consider a laterally extended layer of incompressible Boussinesq fluid of kinematic viscosity 
v, thermal diffusivity K\ and thickness h resting on a flat and rigid plate which is subjected to a 
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vertical oscillation of the form: F(t)=e (cos % cos (Icot) + sin
 x cos {mut + 0)), where X is mixing 
angle and to is the basic frequency. In a frame of reference fixed with the oscillating plate, the 
free surface of the fluid is initially flat, stationary, and coincident with z=0 plane. The oscillation 
is then equivalent to a temporally modulated gravitational acceleration G(t) = 
gr- F(t). The basic state of rest has a time dependent pressure P(t) = P0 - pG{t)z, where P0 is 
the uniform atmospheric pressure and p is the uniform reference density of the fluid. For the 
linear stability analysis, all the nonlinear terms are dropped. We may also compute the fields 
and their derivatives at the free-surface by Taylor-expanding them about the flat free-surface 
(z=0). Lengths, time and pressure are re-scaled by the original fluid thickness /?, viscous 
diffusion time h21 v and pv2 /h2 respectively. The linearized version of the dimensionless 
hydrodynamic equations in the bulk then read 
dtv = -Vp + V2vt (1) 
F.v = 0 . (2) 
Notice that there is no term due to the buoyancy force in the momentum equation (1). This is 
the case in Boussinesq fluids in the presence of small surface deformation. The surface 
tension is measured by the inverse of the capillary number C = pv2/a0h. The fluid rests on a 
rigid plate at which the velocity field must vanish. At the onset of surface waves, the free 
surface is located at z = z(x,t) where x & (x„x2) lies in the horizontal plane, and obeys the 
kinematic condition [18] given as <?,£ = v3\2=0. The dynamic boundary conditions are deter-
mined by the stress tensor J7/y = -pS/y + [dlvl + <?yi>,) + Q{t)£8lf at the free surface. The jump 
in the normal stress at any point on the free surface is equal to the surface tension I times the 
curvature at that point. But every component of the tangential stress vanishes everywhere on 
the free surface. For the linearized system, they are 
[(*r - dzz - 3 V H ) < ^ 3 ] Z - 0 = [Q - C'^l - 4cos*cos(/.G0 + +sin*cos(m*2f + <0)}]v2„C, (3) 
[C--1KL-0- (4) 
where e=eh3/v2 the dimensionles forcing amplitude and Q - coh21 v the dimensionless forcing 
frequency. The dependence on horizontal coordinates of all the fields may be expressed in 
terms of the normal modes sin {k • x) of the horizontal plane, with the horizontal wave number 
fc = (/c? + fr|)1'2 and position vector x in horizontal plane. The linear stability problem then 
explicitly depends only on the vertical coordinate zand time t The stability problem is analyzed 
by Floquet theory. We expand the fields as 
»3(*0 = ^ ' E ",,(*)* fnQt 
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at) = e^CnBMX. (5) 
The Floquet exponent \i = 5 + iaQ is a complex number, where 5 and a are real and finite. The 
solutions crresponding to a = 0 and a = 1/2 are referred to as harmonic and subharmonic 
solutions respectively. The relevant equations describing the complete linear stability of the 
horizontally infinite layer are then given by 
(D2-k2p2-q2n)wn=0, (6) 
ivn=Dwn=0 at z = -1 , (7) 
[s + i(a + n)Q]Cn=wn at z = 0. (8) 
The stress conditions at z= 0 are: 
[(D2 + / c > n ] = 0, (9) 
[(D2 - q2n - 2k*)Dwn] - (g + c-V)/c2C„ = 
-*fr2[cos*(C„-/ + £„•,) +sin *(e*Cn-m + e-*Cn+m)]f (10) 
where Ds<?z and q2 = k2 + [s + i(a + n)fl]. The general solution of the bulk equations (6), 
may be written as, 
wn = Pn cosh kz + Q„ sinh /cz + f?„ cosh g„z + S„ sinh qnz, (11) 
applying the boundary conditions (7-9) on the general solution (11) we obtain the four unknowns 
PniQn,F?„, and S„ in terms of £„ for every a 
Pn={k2+q2n)£n, (12) 
*n=-2/c2Cn , (13) 
= fcPn + Rn(^ coshqncosh/c-gnsinhgnsinh/c) 
n
 " q/,ooshq/,sinh/c-/csinhq/,oosh/c ( 1 4 ) 
Qn = -[ffn(Qn s i n h9„ coshfr- kcoshqn sinh Jc) - S„(gn coshg„ coshk- fcsinhg„ sinh/c)]. (15) 
A 
Now applying the condition (10) for the pressure jump across the free surface leads to a 
recursion relation of the form: 
AnCn = e[cos *(£„_, +Cn+/) + sin*(e*Cn_m +e-*Cn+m)], (16) 
where, 
4=|[0fr+(rV-{4qntf(qr?+**) «Cncoshgncosh/t+Dnsingr7sinhA1/ 
{g„coshg„ sinh k-ksinh g„ cosh k)], (17) 
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with 
Cn =qn(q4n +2q2nk2 +5/c4) , Dn = k(qAn + 6(jrnV + * « ) . ( 1 8 ) 
Also the boundary condition (8) and continuity conditions ensures that w0(z) = 0 for all z 
when [/i + inQ] - 0 . Therefore 
Ao+in + inQ^^AS-fak-C-'k3),
 (19) 
The stability of the free surface can be determined numerically with any preassigned accu-
racy by converting the recursion relations (16) to an ordinary eigenvalue problem [15] given as 
(fir*9t)Z = j Z . The marginal stability boundaries are defined by the curves in e - k plane on 
which s - k plane on which s{e, k) = 0 . 
Figure 1 shows the marginal stability curves for two-frequency forcing in glycerol-water 
mixture. The zones bounded by continuous line are the regions of the (eig-k) where the 
excited standing waves are temporally subharmonic with respect to the forcing. When the 
lowest points of two different tongues have the same forcing amplitude we have a bicritical 
J2 
(0 
Figure 1. Stability boundaries for subharmonic (regions bounded by dashed line) and harmonic (regions 
bounded by continuous line) solutions in glycerol-water mixture. The tongue-like zones in panel of four 
figures (clockwise from top left) are for frequency ratios (l:m) equal to 5:8, 8:13, 13:21 and 21:34 
respectively. Other fluid parameters are: £*9.42xltf, fl=12.32, £=1.74x10* *nd h*l cm. 
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point as primary instability. Two different wave numbers are then excited simultaneously at the 
instability onset. We denote the first number of the pair of integers by /and the other by m. The 
panel of four figures (clockwise from the top left) in Figure 1 show bicritical points as primary 
instability in glycerol for the frequency ratio / : m equal to 5 : 8 , 8 :13,13 : 21, and 21 : 34 
respectively. This combination is responsible for the selection of wave numbers. For odd-odd 
combination (see bottom right) we have two wave numbers belonging to the lowest point of two 
sub harmonic tongues. The /m and 7th subharmonic tongues with / = (/ +1) / 2 and j = (m +1) / 2 
are excited. For even-odd combinations (top right), the bicritical points involve one harmonic 
and other subharmonic solutions. If / is odd and m even (as in the left column), /th with 
/ = (/ +1) /2 subharmonic tongue andy,h with j-m/2 harmonic tongues are excited at the 
onset of the bicritical point. Similarly, for /even and modd, / * with /'=1/2 harmonic and/m with 
/ = (m +1) / 2 subharmonic tongues are excited at the onset. If the ratio I: mis kept fixed, the 
same tongues depending on the above three combinations, would be excited. This rule ap-
pears to be always correct except in thin layers of viscous fluids or at very low excitation 
frequencies. 
c 
3 
5:8 
>J? 
8:13 
2T 0 
dlmensionless time 
Figure 2. Temporal parts of the critical modes £c for surface deformation at the bicritical point of 1 cm 
thick layer of glycerol-water mixture for frequency ratio 5 : 8 (upper row) and 8:13 (lower row) in the 
absence of Marangoni effect. Other parameters are as in Figure 1. 
Figure 2 displays the temporal part of the critical mode for surface deformation for 1 cm 
thick layer of glycerol-water mixture for frequency ratio / : m = 5 : 8 (upper row) and 8 : 1 3 
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(lower row). The bicritical point for frequency ratio 5:8 involves two tongues: third subharmonic 
(S3) and fourth harmonic (H4). The temporal parts of the critical deformation f
 c corresponding 
to the frequency 5:8 (upper row) show five and eight maxima/minima respectively in a period 
equal to double the forcing period T = 2n IQ. The temporal parts of the critical deformation for 
frequency ratio 8:13 (lower row) show eight and thirteen maxima/minima in a period equal to 
21 The critical modes with periodicity equal to 2Tare labeled S, and those with periodicity T 
are labeled H. The third subharmonic tongue has dominant frequency (2 x3 - 1)fl / 2 = 5(Q 12) 
at its lowest point of the tongue. So the critical deformation showing five maxima/minima in a 
period of 2Tis designated as S3. Similarly, fourth harmonic tongue has dominant frequency 
AQ = 8(£2 / 2) at its lowest point. So the critical deformation corresponding to dominant fre-
quency 8J2 in two frequency forcing shows four maxima/minima in a period equal to 2 T. The 
presence of other frequencies at the onset of surface waves distorts the critical mode but the 
number of local maxima/minima at the instability onset is governed by the dominant frequen-
cies imposed. 
3. Triad interaction 
Formation of surface wave patterns involves interaction between standing waves of different 
wave vectors. The modes form a resonant triad [17] if the wavevectors ku Jq, and k3 satisfy, 
*1 + *2 = *3 (20) 
with I*,) = |fr2| = ks and |k3| = kh along with the frequencies o)^o)2=o)2, k, fa) and k^  (c^) 
are the wavevectors (frequency) corresponding to the first tongue and fc, fa) is that of second 
tongue at a bicritical point. Hence we can write the resonant triad as, 
f(f) = 4 (7> / l r i V*"' + A^T)*'*2 "s^ ' + 8(7)e*3V3'+...+c.c (21) 
where Ay(y = 1,2) and B are the complex amplitudes of the first and second tongue, respec-
tively, at the bicritical point and 7 is slow time scale. The periodic function £(0 has a time 
period o\2nlco. Considering the symmetries we obtain the coupled amplitude equations for 
the resonant triad : 
^ = e ^ + / ^ e - [ a ( | A r + N > ^ i | 2 ] ^ , 
e=ee+vA^-[5(|ArH^2)+^2]s. (22) 
where the coefficients are all real. For simplicity we have assumed that the interaction coeffi-
cients between two modes of a single tongue are same. It is to be noted that there is another 
set of equations which are complex conjugate to the equations (22). The general solutions of 
the amplitude equations are complex and can be written as, 
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4 =/?,**', 
AQ — R2o 21 
B = Se»> (23) 
where Rv R2% S, 6V G2 and dare real. For the fixed points of the amplitude equations we set 
Ay = 0, i42 = 0 and 82 = 0. For the existence of the fixed points, equations (22) and their 
complex conjugate pairs require that, 
d-di-e^Znn, n = 0,±1,±2,.... (24) 
The equations for fixed points thus become, 
[s -a(f?? + f?f) - 0S2]RI + »R2S = 0, 
[e -a(R2 + R\) - j3S2]f?2 + /if?^ = 0, 
[e -S(R2 + /?£)-
 YS2]R2 + vfV?8 = 0, (25) 
which can be solved numerically to obtain the fixed points of the system. We perform the 
linear stability analysis on these equations to obtain the stabilities of the fixed points. 
s, = [e - a(R20 + Rio) - PS20] - [2a(fl10 + R20) + 2PS0]RW + /*(/?20 + S0), 
s2 = [e-a(R?Q +H22o)-j3S02]-[2a(fl10 + fl2o) + 20So]fl2O + /i(/?10 +S0 ) , 
S3 = [ F ~ 5 ( H 2 O +ffM)-ySo]-[2«(fl,o +«2o)^2yS0]f?10 * v(f?10 + fl20), (26) 
where ft10, ft20, and S0, are the real parts of the complex amplitudes at fixed points. 
Rhombic patterns that can be generated by the resonant triad (21) at a bicritical point are 
shown in Figure 3. For the 5: 8 forcing frequency in glycerol-water mixture the subharmonic 
tsO t = T/2 t « 0 taT/2 
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Figure 4. Rhombic pattern with acute angle 57.02° at the primary instability as bicritical point for phase 
difference (a) 45° and (b) 90° with ^=4^0.3405 and £= 1.0391. 
tongue has a wavenumber fc = 1.16 and the harmonic tongue has a wavenumber kh=2.155 at 
the bicritical point with an angle 21.74° between them. The triad amplitudes, that are used to 
generate the patterns, are the stable fixed points of the amplitude equations (22) calculated 
numerically for the coefficients e = 0.301, <* = 0.5, j3 = 0.1, 7 = 0.5, 5 = 0.1, M = 0.1 and 
V = O.01. 
Another rhombic pattern is shown in Figure 4 for the 21 : 34 forcing in glycerol-water 
mixture. At the bicritical point the subharmonic wavenumber is ks = 5.01 and harmonic 
wavenumber is kh = 8.8.5; the two wavevectors are aligned with each other at an angle 28.51°. 
The triad amplitudes are for £ = 0.120, <x = 0.5, /? = 0.1, 7= 0.1, 5 = 0.1, /* = 0.1, v = 0.1. 
4. Conclusion 
In this paper we have presented a systematic investigation of the effect of different frequency 
mixing in the parametric generation of surface waves by two frequency forcing. The frequency 
ratios which are used have nearly the same value but the response seems to depend on the 
actual frequencies used. For odd / and m, we have a bicritical point involving /th and yth 
subharmonic tongues with /'=(/+ 1 )/2 and j = (m+1) 12. If the integer /is even and m odd, the 
/m harmonic tongue with i=l/2 and/ th subharmonic tongue withy s (m+1)/2 are excited. We 
can determine which two solutions of the system will form the bicritical point for a given set of 
frequencies. This rule works for all kinds of situations, except for very thin layers of viscous 
fluids at low forcing frequency. We have proposed way of selecting a particular bicritical point 
a priori at primary instability. The individual frequencies to) and mco decides the threshold of the 
bicritical points as primary instability. Our analysis would help us choosing a desired pair of 
two possible wave numbers with predetermined temporal response. This may be useful in 
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either exciting any desired pattern {e.g., superlattices or other exotic patterns) or analyzing 
any complex pattern at the instability onset. We have also shown how certain surface pat-
terns can be formed by the competing wavenumbers at a bicritical point. The wavenumbers 
and the angle between the wavevectors {i.e. angle between k8 and kh) decide the shape of the 
periodic pattern. The nonlinear interaction between different modes play a major role in the 
selection of interesting and exotic patterns. Rhombic patterns appear naturally at the onset of 
bicritical points. We believe they should be easily accessible in experiments. The study can 
be used in generating several interesting and exotic patterns at the onset of parametrically 
driven systems. 
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